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1. Introduction 1). 

The purpose of the present work is to give a generalization of the 
classica I cohomology theory in algebraic topology by introducing coboun~ 
dary operators of higher order. In the present note, we shall construct 
such a theory in details by using W ALLACE cochains of a topological spa ce, 
as given in a recent paper of SPANIER, [2] 2). However, one might easily 
establish analogous generalisations for the singular homology and coho~ 
mology theory and for the homology and cohomology groups of an abstract 
group. 

2. Cochains of a space. 

Let X he a topological space 3). Following SPAN IER, [2, p. 408]. we shall 
denote by Xm+1 the (m + 1 )~fold topological product of X with itself and 
denote by 6 Xm+1 the diagonal of Xm+1. Let G be a given discrete abelian 
group, written in the additive form. 

By an m~function of X into G, we mean a function cp: Xm +1 ~ G defined 
on the space Xm+1 with values in G. Continuity is not assumed. The 
totality of all m~functions of X into G form a group cpm (X, G) with 
functional addition as the group operation. An m~function cp of cpm (X, G) 
is said to be locally zero if there is an open set N of X m +1 containing 
~. Xm +1 such that cp is zero on N. It is easy to see that the set of all 
locally zero m~functions form a subgroup cp;' (X, G) of cpm (X, G). 

The factor group 

Cm (X, G) = cpm (X. G)/ cp;' (X. G) 

is defined to be the group of m~cochains of X over G, whose elements, the 
cosets of cp;' (X, G) in cpm (X, G). will be called the m~cochains of X over 
G. We shall denote by [CP] the m~cochain which con ta ins cp€. cpm(X,G), 
i.e. 

[CP] = cp + cp;' (X. G), 

and cp will be ca lied a representative of [CP]. 

*) This work was done under contract N7-0NR-434, Task Order No. lil, Navy 
Department. Office of Naval Research, U.S.A. 

1) The author acknowledges his gratitude to Professor A. D. W ALLACE for his kind 
suggestions. 

2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
3) The topological spaces considered here are of the most general type, no separation 

axioms are postulated. 
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Further, we define Cm (X, G) = 0 if m < 0, i.e. the group which consists 
of a single element. 

3. The p.th coboundary operator. 

Let p he a given positive integer. For any given pintegers i1, "., ip such 
that 

o :s; i 1 < i2 < " . < ip :s; m + p 

we define a projection 

hy taking 

IJi, .. . lp(XO •.•.• Xm+p) = (Xjo ..... Xjm). 

wh ere (il' " ., ip , jo, . '" jm) form a permutation of the m + p + 1 integers 
0, 1. "., m + p with 

jo<h <". <im . 

We shall define the p.th coboundary operator CJP as follows. For an 
arbitrary m.function cp € t[> m (X, G), its p-th coboundary JP cp is an (m + p). 
function of t[>m+p(X, G) defined by 

(CJPcp) (xo ..... Xm+p) = 
I ( 0 ..... p-l. p ..... m + P) It\ (IJ ( ) ) = sgn. .. . '+" i, ... lp Xo ..... Xm+p • 

tI .. • .. tp • Jo ... •• Jm 

The summation ranges over all the possible choices of the integers 
i l , "., ip such that the integers (il" '" i p, jo, . '" jm) form a permutation 
of the m + p + 1 integers 0, "., m + p satisfying the sectionwise normality 
condition: 

il < i2 < ... < ip. jo <jl < ... <jm. 

For a given permutation P of objects, the value of sgn(P) is 1 or -1 
according as P is even or odd. 

The p. th coboundary operator CJP , defined ahove, clearly is a homo· 
morphism 

One of its important properties is : 

lJp maps lP~ (X. G) into lP[{'+P (X. G). (3. 1) 

Proof. Let cp € lP[{' (X, G) he an arbitrary locally zero m·function. There 
is an open set N of Xm+l containing 6" Xm+l on which cp vanishes. Let 

N· C Xm+p+1 denote the intersection of all sets n"t .. lp(N) . th en CJp cp 

is zero on N* . Since nl, .. . ipis continuous and maps 6"Xm+p+1 into 

L\ Xm+l, each nl.I .. . ip (N) is an open set containing tJ. Xm+p+l . Since 

there are only a fini te number of projections n i, .. . i P for a given m, N* is 

an open set of Xm+p+I containing the diagonal 6" Xm+p+l. Hence we get 

CJP cp € lP[{'+P (X, G), Q.E.D. 
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It follows from (3. 1) that the p-th coboundary operator liP. defined for 
m-functions. induces a homomorphism 

~P: Cm (X. G) -+ Cm+p (X. G) (3.2) 

by the relation: 

~p [4l] = [~P CP]. 
Further. we de fine lip in (3.2) to be lip = 0 for each m < O. 

4. Successive coboundaries. 

It is naturaI to ask whether or not the following equality 

~P IIq = 0 

holds for a given pair of positive int eg ers pand q. To answer th is question. 
we shall calculate the (m + p + q)-function IIpM cP for an arbitrary m
function cP € 4)m (X. G). 

By the definitions of Mand liP in § 3. one can easily deduce that 

~p ~Il cP (xo •...• Xm+p+q) = 
_ ~ (O •...• P-1. P •...• P+ q-l. p+q ..... m+p+q)l'fI( ) 
- .. sgn '+' Xko.·.· .Xkm iJ ..... ip .h..... jq • ko ..... km 

where i 1 •...• ip• it ..... jq. kOt ...• km is any permutation of the m + p + q + 1 
integers O. 1 ..... m + p + q subjected to the condition that 

iJ < i2 < ... < ip• jJ < h < ... < jq. ko < kJ < ... < km. 

and the summation on the right member ranges over all of these per
mutations. 

Let us consider a fixed choice of the integers kOt ...• km such that 

O-=ko<kJ < .. . <km-=m+p+q. 

Let hl' ...• hpH be p + q integers such that hl < h2 < ... < h pH and that 
hl' .... hpH• kOt ...• km form a permutation of the integers O. 1 •...• m+p+q. 
The coefficient of cP (Xko ..... Xk m) in our formula for ()Pdll cP is 

Is n(O ..... P-1.P ..... p+q-1.P+q ..... m+p+q) = 
g. .. . k k 

rJ..... rp .)J..... )11 • 0 ... •• m , 

~ ~ (hJ ..... hp• hp+l ..... hp+q)~ ( O •...• P+q-l.P+q •...• m+p+ q ) = "5gn sgn 
iJ ..... ip• jJ ..... jq hJ ..... hp+q • ko ..... km 

where i1 • •••• ip. it ..... jq is any permutation of the p + q integers 
hl' ...• hpH subjected to the condition of sectionwise normality: 

iJ < i2 < ... ip• jJ <h < ... <jq • 

and the summations on both sides are taken over all of these permutations. 
Then it follows easily that 

liP dil cP = 8 (p. q) IIP+1l CP. • • • • • • • (4. 1) 
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where O(p. q) denotes the algebraic sum of the sign's of all (P. :q)-section
wise normal permutations of p + q integers 1. 2 . ... . p + q. A permutation 
of 1, 2 .. .. . p + q is said to be (p . q) -sectionwise normal. if it is of the form 
i 1 • . .. • ip.h • .... jq such that 

il < i2 < .. . < ip , jl <h < .. ,<jq , 

5. The evaluation of 0 (p, q). 

To evaluate O(p, q), it is easily verifie.d that 

{}(p,q) = (-I)pq{}(q,p). (5. 1) 

For an odd p , it follows immediately from (5. 1) that 0 (p , p)= o. 
As a recurrence formila for calculation, we have 

8(p,q) = {}(p,q-l) + (-l)q{}(p-l,q), . , , (5.2) 

whence one can deduce by induction that 

{)( )_([p/2]+[qI2])1 
p, q - [Pi2] I [q/2] I . . . . (5.3) 

when pq is even, and O(p. q)= 0 wh en pq is odd. In (5. 3). the symboI 
[x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x and O! = l. In particuIar. 
wh en p is even. 

{} (p.p) = pI I1 (pI2) W· 
As a consequence of (5. 3) , we have 

8 (p, q) = {} (q,p) ==- 0 

for every pair of integers pand q. Hence. 

lJp lJq ~ = M lJp q> = {} (p. q) lJp+q q> 

(5. -f) 

(5. 5) 

for every m-function q>€. fj)m(X . G) . and the coboundary operators lJP . M, 
lJPH are reIated by 

lJP M = lJq lJp = {} (p, q) /Jp+q • • • • • • (5. 6) 

6. The (p. q) -cohomology groups. 

Throughout the remainder of the paper. Iet p . q be a given pair of 
positive integers and Iet 

0= O(p. q) = O(q. p). 

Let G be a discrete abelian group. written in the additive form. Assume 
thatthe order of every element of G is a divisor of O. i.e. Og = 0 for each 
9 €. G. 

Consider the two coboundary operators 

èJP : Cm(X.G) ~ Cm +p(X. G), 

èJq: Cm-q(X. G) ~ Cm(X. G). 

The cochains cm €. Cm (X. G) with lJPc m = 0 are called cocycies of order p ; 
they form a subgroup 
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which is the kernel of ~p. The cochains cm € Cm (X. G) such that 
cm = ~qcm_q for some cm- q € Cm-q (X. G) are called coboundaries of 
order q; they form a subgroup 

Bm. q (X. G) c Cm (X. G). 
which is the image of ~q. 

It follows from our assumption concerning the order of the elements of 
G that ~p~q = 0; hence 

Bm·q(X.G) C zm.p(X.G). 
The discrete factor group 

H(;. q) (X. G) = Zm. p (X. G)/ Bm. q (X. G) 

will be called the m-dimensional (p, q)-cohomology group of X over G. 

7. lnduced homomorphisms of cochains. 
Let f: X ~ Y be a (continuous) map of X into Y. f will also be used to 

denote the map f: Xm+1 ~ ym+1 defined by 

f(xo ... ·.Xm) = (f(xo}. .... f(Xm)). 

The following properties are immediate: 

{(6.xm+l) c 6. ym+l. 

Ih ... lp{={Ih .. . lp . 

For each m-function cp € I/Jm (Y, G), let us define an 
cf I/Jm(X. G) by taking 

f' cp (xo.···. xm) = cp ({(xo).···. ((xm)). 

Then f' is a homomorphism 

f': I/Jm(Y,G) ~ <Pm(X.G). 

(7. 1) 

(7.2) 

m-function f' cp 

According to a statement of SPANIER. [2, p. 410]. f' maps <pgz(y. G) into 

<Pgz (X. G). Hence. f' induces a homomorphism 

[#! Cm(Y.G) ~ Cm (X. G) 

defined by t* [CP] = [{' CP] for every chain [CP] € Cm (Y. G). 
The following properties of the homomorphism f * are immediate: 

I{ {: X ~ X is the identity map. then (* is the identity 
autumorphism . . . . . .. (7.3) 

I{ {: X~ Y and g: Y~Z. then (g[)*=[#g*. (7.4) 

t* dP = ~p (*. . . . . .. (7.5) 

8. The relative groups. 

A pair (X. X 0) is defined as a topological space X and a subspace 4 ) 

4) By a subspace of a topological space X. we mean any subset of X. not necessarily 
closed. with the topology obtained by relativisation. 
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Xo. Let (X, Xo) he a given pair and t: X o ~ X he the identity map. Then 
the induced homomorphism 

,*: Cm (X, G) -. Cm (Xo, G) 

is defined. The kernel of this homomorphism t* is called the group of m~ 
dimensional cochains of X modulo X o over G, denoted hy 

Cm(X mod X o, G). 

As a consequence of (7.5), we have: 

Let 

,jp Cm (X mod X o' G) c Cm+p (X mod X o' G) . (8. 1) 

Zm,p (X mod X o• G) = Cm (X mod X o• G) Cl zm, p (X. G). 

Bm, q (X mod X o• G) = M Cm-q (X·mod X o• G). 

Then it follows from (8. 1) and our assumption on G that 

Bm,q(XmodXo• G) c zm·p(XmodXo. G). 

The discrete factor group 

H(;,qj{XmodXo• G) =zm,p(XmodXo• G)/Bm,q(XmodXo• G) 

is defined to he the m~dimensional (p. q)~cohomology group of X modulo 

X o over G. If X o is vacuous, th en it reduces to H(~, qdX, G) . 

Appendix A. A modification of the theory. 

In our definition of the (p, q)~cohomology groups over G , given in 
§§ 6 and 8, we assume that O(p, q)g = 0 for every element g of G. To get 
rid of this undesirahle assumption, a modification of the theory was pro~ 
posed to the au thor hy Prof. A . O . W ALLACE as follows. 

Let 0 (p, q) G denote the suhgroup of G which consists of all elements 
of the form O(p, q)g, g € G. In the definition of cochains given in § 2, we 

consider instead of flJ:;' (X, G), the larger suhgroup (/J(~. q) (X, G) of 
(/Jm eX, G), which consists of all m-functions 4J of X into G such that there 
exists an open set Ncp of Xm+1 containing the diagonal t::,Xm+l with 

4J (xo •.. ·• x m) € O(p, q)G for every point (xo,···, Xm) of N CP' OeHne the 
factor group 

C!;,q) (X, G) = (/Jm (X, G)/(/J(~,P) (X. G) 

to be the group of m-dimensional (p . q)-cochains of X over G. In terms of 
these cochains, the groups of § § 6 and 8 can he defined without the 
assumption that O(p. q)G = O. 

Appendix B . A sketch of the singular theory. 

Let X he a topological space and let S (X) denote the singular complex 
of X as defined hy EllENBERG. [1. p. 420] . Let Cm(X) denote the group 
of integral singular m-chains in X. 
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Let p be a given positive integer and consider the ordered geometrie 
m-simplex (m ~ p) 

s = < voo Vl' •••• Vm >. 
From the m + 1 integers O. 1 •...• m. let us take arbitrary p distinct integers 
i l •..•• ip satisfying 

;1 < i2 < ... < i p • 

Let the m - p + 1 remaining integers be denoted by jo •...• jm-p with the 
order not disturbed. They determine an (m - p)-dimensional face 

s(/ .. ··· ·Ip ) = < vio' vi,,"" vim_p > 
of s. ' 

Given a singular m-simplex 

T: s~X, 

consider the singular (m - p) -simplices 

Tu, .. ... lp) : S(I .... . . l p ) -+ X 

defined by the partial mappings TIl, • • .. , lp) = TI s(I, •. • .• I'; • We define the 
p-th boundary of T to he 

àPT=Isgn (~, ... ,p~l, :, ... ,.m ) T(i ..... ,I,; 
. IJ, .... lp ,Jo, .•. ,Jm-p 

The summation ranges over all the possible choices of the integers i l , •• •• ip 

descrihed above. 
It is clear that Tl == T2 implies that 

T1I .... . ,lp) = T~I" ... ,lp) 

and therefore opTl = opT2 in Cm_p(X). Hence we get a homomorphism 

oP: Cm (X) ~ Cm_p(X). 

As in § 4, one might verify that 

àPàq = àqàP = {] (p,q) àp+q 

for any two positive integers pand q. Hence, one may define the singular 
(p, q)-homology groups and the singular (p, q)-cohomology groups. 

Tulane University. 
New Orleans. La .• U.S.A. 
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